
	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagesistema	central
alta	ruta	De	greDos	 5 days moderate–demanding	 bus  Jun/sep a	traverse	across	the	central	gredos	with	an	ascent	of	almanzor 44

lakes	&	peaks	 2 days moderate	 bus, taxi  Jun/sep ridge-walking	around	covacha	and	through	the	best	of	the	gredos	 49

the	Way	of	the	emperor	 7–9 hours moderate	 bus, taxi  Jun/sep a	search	for	signs	of	past	emperors 50

sierra	De	canDelario	 2 days moderate	 bus  Jun/sep up	a	beautiful	valley	into	a	stunning	corrie	below	calvitero	 53

Valle	De	la	fuenfría	 5½–6 hours moderate	 train, bus  may/Jun/sep a	pleasurable	hike	around	a	lovely	valley	and	up	cerro	peña	Águila 56

cuerDa	larga		 3 days moderate–demanding	 train  may/Jun/sep an	introduction	to	guadarrama’s	valleys,	ridges	and	summits 57

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagethe pyrenees
the	pyrenean	traVerse	 17 days moderate–demanding	 bus  late Jun–sep an	east–west	trek	through	the	most	spectacular	parts	of	the	spanish	pyrenees 73

Basses	De	les	salamanDres	 4¾–5¼ hours moderate	 bus may–oct	 Woodland,	open	heath,	mountain	tarns	and	home	via	a	couple	of	gorgeous	valleys 105

estanys	De	siscaró	 4–4½ hours moderate	 bus may–oct a	steep	ascent	to	the	col	of	port	Dret,	then	a	drop	to	estanys	de	siscaró 106

pic	De	l’estanyó	 6½–7½ hours demanding	 bus  Jun–sep a	scramble	along	the	cresta	de	l’estanyó	rewarded	by	magnificent	views 107

estany	llong	 5½–6 hours easy–moderate	 bus, taxi Jun–sep	 the	park’s	classic	walk	with	stunning	views	from	the	portarró	d’espot 110

refugi	De	colomina	 2 days moderate–demanding	 bus, taxi Jun–sep	 a	challenging	trek	over	the	coll	de	peguera 111

port	De	ratera	D’espot	 4½–5 hours moderate	 bus, taxi Jun–sep	 a	route	taking	in	some	of	the	park’s	finest	vistas 113

Water	WorlD	 6 hours moderate taxi, car Jun–sep	 glowing	alpine	lakes	and	a	windy	pass 114

frontier	riDge	 3½ hours easy–moderate	 bus Jun–sep	 an	ascent	to	a	couple	of	cols	on	the	french	frontier 117

lago	De	cregüeña	 5–5½ hours moderate	 bus Jun–sep	 an	exhilarating	ascent	to	the	pyrenees’	third	largest	lake 118

Butterfly	Valley	 3½–4 hours moderate	 car Jun–sep	 hide	from	the	people	and	hang	with	clouds	of	butterflies	on	this	walk	to	a	beautiful		
	 	 	 	 	 secret	lake 118

puerto	De	Barrosa	 5½ hours moderate	 car Jun–sep	 spectacular	valley	of	marmots	and	a	high	walk	to	france 120

staggering	sestrales	 3 hours easy	 car Jun–sep	 find	out	if	you	suffer	from	vertigo	by	peering	over	the	sestrales	ledge 121

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pageBasque	country	&	naVarran	
pyrenees

atxular’s	eye 5 hours  easy–moderate  bus, taxi, car  Jun–oct poke	atxular	in	the	eye	and	enter	a	secret	world 133

urkiola:	anBoto	riDge 5–5½hours  demanding bus, taxi  Jun–oct a	nerve-wracking	scramble	up	a	mystic	peak 137

the	WonDers	of	aralar 4½–5 hours easy bus, taxi  may–oct Discover	the	bizarre	landscapes	of	lovely	aralar 140

san	seBastiÁn	to	pasai	DoniBane 2½–3 hours easy  bus, taxi  year-round from	city	cool	to	countryside	calm,	discover	the	best	of	the	Basque	coast 143

into	the	Witches’	lair 4 hours  easy–moderate bus, taxi, car  may–oct grab	a	black	cat	and	tall	hat	and	get	to	know	the	world	of	witches 145

frontier	VieWs 4½ hours  easy–moderate car  may–oct tip–toe	along	the	frontier	and	stare,	awestruck,	at	two	countries	at	once 147

Vultures	&	Vertigo 5½ hours  moderate car  may–oct flex	your	wings	and	look	for	baby	vultures	on	these	high	cliffs 149

pilgrims	to	pottoks 5½ hours  moderate bus, taxi, car  may–oct history,	forests,	mountains	and	shrunk-in-the-wash	ponies 152

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagecorDillera	cantÁBrica
saja-Besaya	traVerse 2 days moderate bus, train  may–sep  a	fascinating	traverse	through	five	picturesque	villages	along	ancient	trails 163

VieWs	of	the	orDiales 6–6½ hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct gaze	longingly	at	the	landscapes	of	spain’s	first	national	park 169

Vega	D’ario 6–7 hours moderate bus, car  Jun–oct spectacular	picos	walk	past	lakes,	pastures	and	stunning	peaks 172

lake	Walk 2½ hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct		 family–friendly	hike	past	pretty	lakes	and	flower	bedecked	meadows 174

Bulnes	la	Villa 4–5 hours moderate bus, car  Jun–oct Zigzag	along	a	cliff	ledge	and	play	thomas	the	tank	back	down	again 175

la	garganta	Del	cares 6 hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct the	classic	walk	of	the	picos	up	a	stunning	gorge 177

maciZo	De	anDara 3½–4 hours moderate car, taxi  Jun–oct a	blissfully	lonely	walk	with	wonderful	scenery	to	boot 178

ruta	De	tresViso 5½–6 hours moderate–demanding bus, car  Jun–oct  haul	yourself	a	sweaty	800	metres	up	an	old	mining	trail	with	glorious	views 180

puertos	De	ÁliVa 4 hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct a	scary	cable	car	and	the	chance	to	play	peek-a-boo	with	the	picos 181
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refugi	De	colomina	 2 days moderate–demanding	 bus, taxi Jun–sep	 a	challenging	trek	over	the	coll	de	peguera 111
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Water	WorlD	 6 hours moderate taxi, car Jun–sep	 glowing	alpine	lakes	and	a	windy	pass 114

frontier	riDge	 3½ hours easy–moderate	 bus Jun–sep	 an	ascent	to	a	couple	of	cols	on	the	french	frontier 117

lago	De	cregüeña	 5–5½ hours moderate	 bus Jun–sep	 an	exhilarating	ascent	to	the	pyrenees’	third	largest	lake 118

Butterfly	Valley	 3½–4 hours moderate	 car Jun–sep	 hide	from	the	people	and	hang	with	clouds	of	butterflies	on	this	walk	to	a	beautiful		
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puerto	De	Barrosa	 5½ hours moderate	 car Jun–sep	 spectacular	valley	of	marmots	and	a	high	walk	to	france 120

staggering	sestrales	 3 hours easy	 car Jun–sep	 find	out	if	you	suffer	from	vertigo	by	peering	over	the	sestrales	ledge 121

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pageBasque	country	&	naVarran	
pyrenees
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saja-Besaya	traVerse 2 days moderate bus, train  may–sep  a	fascinating	traverse	through	five	picturesque	villages	along	ancient	trails 163

VieWs	of	the	orDiales 6–6½ hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct gaze	longingly	at	the	landscapes	of	spain’s	first	national	park 169

Vega	D’ario 6–7 hours moderate bus, car  Jun–oct spectacular	picos	walk	past	lakes,	pastures	and	stunning	peaks 172

lake	Walk 2½ hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct		 family–friendly	hike	past	pretty	lakes	and	flower	bedecked	meadows 174

Bulnes	la	Villa 4–5 hours moderate bus, car  Jun–oct Zigzag	along	a	cliff	ledge	and	play	thomas	the	tank	back	down	again 175

la	garganta	Del	cares 6 hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct the	classic	walk	of	the	picos	up	a	stunning	gorge 177

maciZo	De	anDara 3½–4 hours moderate car, taxi  Jun–oct a	blissfully	lonely	walk	with	wonderful	scenery	to	boot 178

ruta	De	tresViso 5½–6 hours moderate–demanding bus, car  Jun–oct  haul	yourself	a	sweaty	800	metres	up	an	old	mining	trail	with	glorious	views 180

puertos	De	ÁliVa 4 hours easy bus, car  Jun–oct a	scary	cable	car	and	the	chance	to	play	peek-a-boo	with	the	picos 181
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	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagegalicia
monte	pinDo 5–6 hours moderate–demanding bus  may–oct hike	up	through	natural	sculptures	on	one	of	galicia’s	most	celebrated	mountains 192

spinDrift 2 days easy–moderate bus  year-round enjoy	deserted	white-sand	beaches	and	small	fishing	villages	along	the	rugged	coast 193

illa	Do	faro 2–2½ hours easy–moderate boat  Jun–sep  superb	coastal	walk	to	the	picturesque	lighthouse	in	spain’s	newest	national	park 198

illa	monte	aguDo 2–2½ hours easy boat  Jun–sep gorgeous	beaches,	rare	bird	sanctuary	look–out,	and	spectacular	views		
	 	 	 	 	 from	this	national	park	island 199

ancares	riDge 5½–7 hours moderate–demanding taxi  Jun–oct a	magnificent	sky-walk	along	the	ancares’	highest	peaks	and	down	to		
	 	 	 	 	 a	pre-roman	hamlet	 201

piorneDo	loop 4½–5½ hours moderate taxi  Jun–oct Varied	walk	through	lush	forest	and	mountain	pastures	with	magnificent	ridge-top	views 203

DeVesa	Da	rogueira	loop 6–7 hours moderate–demanding taxi  Jun–oct a	glorious	range	of	flora	on	dense	forest	walk	to	galicia’s	only	glacial	lagoon 205

río	lor	meanDer 2 days easy–moderate bus, taxi  Jun–oct follow	the	crystalline	lor	river	through	charming	chestnut	groves	and	ancient	villages 206

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pageValencia
els	ports	loop 6 days moderate bus  apr–Jun a	remote,	rugged	landscape	of	spectacular	gorges,	narrow	passes	and	small	villages	 219

ruta	la	marina	alta 4 days moderate bus, taxi  mar–may a	crossing	of	the	region’s	highest	ridge	with	terraced	slopes,	deep	gullies	and		
	 	 	 	 	 islamic	ruins 228

sierra	De	Bernia	loop 5 hours easy–moderate car  mar–may stupendous	views	of	mountains	and	waves	from	a	jagged	ridge 232

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagemallorca
monestir	De	sa	trapa 4–4½ hours  easy–moderate bus, taxi  Feb–may a	coastal	ascent	to	the	ex-trappist	monastery	of	sa	trapa	and	inland	return 241

sóller	to	Deià 3–4 hours easy bus  oct–may Varied,	leisurely	walk	on	ancient	coastal	trails	among	olive	groves 244

Barranc	De	Biniaraix	&	emBassament	De	cúBer 3½–4 hours easy–moderate bus  Feb–may follow	an	old	pilgrim	route	up	the	spectacular	Barranc	de	Biniaraix	valley 246

VallDemossa	loop 5¼–5¾ hours moderate bus  Feb–may  superb	coastal	views	from	the	camino	del	archiduque 248

sóller	to	sa	caloBra	 6¼–7¼ hours moderate bus, boat  Feb–may a	spectacular	cliffside	corniche	between	the	coll	de	Biniamar	and	cala	tuent 250

torrent	De	pareis 4–4½ hours moderate–demanding bus, boat  may–sep  a	challenging	part-walk,	part-clamber	down	the	island’s	most	spectacular	gorge 253

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pageanDalucía
sierra	De	caZorla	loop 6½ hours easy–moderate bus  apr–Jun, sep–oct fall	for	the	mountains	and	woodlands	of	the	beautiful	parque	natural	de	cazorla 264

río	Borosa 6–7 hours moderate bus  apr–Jun, sep–oct tunnels	and	exquisite	gorge	scenery	on	the	cazorla	park’s	most	celebrated	walk	 265

alpujarras	Walk	i:	the	loW	route 2 days moderate bus  apr–mid-Jun,  Berber	villages,	dramatic	gorges	and	perfect	pine	forests	
	 	 	 	 mid-sep–early nov  269

alpujarras	Walk	ii:	the	high	route 2 days moderate bus  apr–mid-Jun,  see	the	alpujarras	from	up	high	while	dipping	in	and	out	of	canyons	
	 	 	 	 mid-sep–early nov  275

sierra	neVaDa	traVerse 3 days moderate–demanding bus  Jul–early sep spectacular	high-level	wilderness	and	peaks,	including	mulhacén 278

caBo	De	gata	coast 3 days easy–moderate bus, taxi  mar–Jun, sep–oct Beaches,	cliffs	and	coves	of	southern	spain’s	most	spectacular	seaboard 284

graZalema	loop 6 hours  easy–moderate bus  may–Jun, sep–oct the	lovely	limestone	country	of	the	sierra	de	grazalema 289

Benamahoma	to	Zahara	De	la	sierra 5 hours easy bus  may–Jun, sep–oct upland	pastures,	dense	woodlands	and	a	lovely	village	on	this	beautiful	sierra		
	 	 	 	 	 de	grazalema	route	 291

alÁjar	figure	of	eight 6 hours  easy–moderate bus apr–Jun, sep–oct expansive	views,	meadows	of	wildflowers	and	peña	de	arias	monteno 293

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagecamino	De	santiago
camino	De	santiago 30 days moderate–demanding bus, train  apr–oct epic	walk	across	the	north	of	spain	along	an	ancient	and	culturally	rich	pilgrimage	trail	 307
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	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagegalicia
monte	pinDo 5–6 hours moderate–demanding bus  may–oct hike	up	through	natural	sculptures	on	one	of	galicia’s	most	celebrated	mountains 192

spinDrift 2 days easy–moderate bus  year-round enjoy	deserted	white-sand	beaches	and	small	fishing	villages	along	the	rugged	coast 193

illa	Do	faro 2–2½ hours easy–moderate boat  Jun–sep  superb	coastal	walk	to	the	picturesque	lighthouse	in	spain’s	newest	national	park 198

illa	monte	aguDo 2–2½ hours easy boat  Jun–sep gorgeous	beaches,	rare	bird	sanctuary	look–out,	and	spectacular	views		
	 	 	 	 	 from	this	national	park	island 199

ancares	riDge 5½–7 hours moderate–demanding taxi  Jun–oct a	magnificent	sky-walk	along	the	ancares’	highest	peaks	and	down	to		
	 	 	 	 	 a	pre-roman	hamlet	 201

piorneDo	loop 4½–5½ hours moderate taxi  Jun–oct Varied	walk	through	lush	forest	and	mountain	pastures	with	magnificent	ridge-top	views 203

DeVesa	Da	rogueira	loop 6–7 hours moderate–demanding taxi  Jun–oct a	glorious	range	of	flora	on	dense	forest	walk	to	galicia’s	only	glacial	lagoon 205

río	lor	meanDer 2 days easy–moderate bus, taxi  Jun–oct follow	the	crystalline	lor	river	through	charming	chestnut	groves	and	ancient	villages 206

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pageValencia
els	ports	loop 6 days moderate bus  apr–Jun a	remote,	rugged	landscape	of	spectacular	gorges,	narrow	passes	and	small	villages	 219

ruta	la	marina	alta 4 days moderate bus, taxi  mar–may a	crossing	of	the	region’s	highest	ridge	with	terraced	slopes,	deep	gullies	and		
	 	 	 	 	 islamic	ruins 228

sierra	De	Bernia	loop 5 hours easy–moderate car  mar–may stupendous	views	of	mountains	and	waves	from	a	jagged	ridge 232

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagemallorca
monestir	De	sa	trapa 4–4½ hours  easy–moderate bus, taxi  Feb–may a	coastal	ascent	to	the	ex-trappist	monastery	of	sa	trapa	and	inland	return 241

sóller	to	Deià 3–4 hours easy bus  oct–may Varied,	leisurely	walk	on	ancient	coastal	trails	among	olive	groves 244

Barranc	De	Biniaraix	&	emBassament	De	cúBer 3½–4 hours easy–moderate bus  Feb–may follow	an	old	pilgrim	route	up	the	spectacular	Barranc	de	Biniaraix	valley 246

VallDemossa	loop 5¼–5¾ hours moderate bus  Feb–may  superb	coastal	views	from	the	camino	del	archiduque 248

sóller	to	sa	caloBra	 6¼–7¼ hours moderate bus, boat  Feb–may a	spectacular	cliffside	corniche	between	the	coll	de	Biniamar	and	cala	tuent 250

torrent	De	pareis 4–4½ hours moderate–demanding bus, boat  may–sep  a	challenging	part-walk,	part-clamber	down	the	island’s	most	spectacular	gorge 253

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pageanDalucía
sierra	De	caZorla	loop 6½ hours easy–moderate bus  apr–Jun, sep–oct fall	for	the	mountains	and	woodlands	of	the	beautiful	parque	natural	de	cazorla 264

río	Borosa 6–7 hours moderate bus  apr–Jun, sep–oct tunnels	and	exquisite	gorge	scenery	on	the	cazorla	park’s	most	celebrated	walk	 265

alpujarras	Walk	i:	the	loW	route 2 days moderate bus  apr–mid-Jun,  Berber	villages,	dramatic	gorges	and	perfect	pine	forests	
	 	 	 	 mid-sep–early nov  269

alpujarras	Walk	ii:	the	high	route 2 days moderate bus  apr–mid-Jun,  see	the	alpujarras	from	up	high	while	dipping	in	and	out	of	canyons	
	 	 	 	 mid-sep–early nov  275

sierra	neVaDa	traVerse 3 days moderate–demanding bus  Jul–early sep spectacular	high-level	wilderness	and	peaks,	including	mulhacén 278

caBo	De	gata	coast 3 days easy–moderate bus, taxi  mar–Jun, sep–oct Beaches,	cliffs	and	coves	of	southern	spain’s	most	spectacular	seaboard 284

graZalema	loop 6 hours  easy–moderate bus  may–Jun, sep–oct the	lovely	limestone	country	of	the	sierra	de	grazalema 289

Benamahoma	to	Zahara	De	la	sierra 5 hours easy bus  may–Jun, sep–oct upland	pastures,	dense	woodlands	and	a	lovely	village	on	this	beautiful	sierra		
	 	 	 	 	 de	grazalema	route	 291

alÁjar	figure	of	eight 6 hours  easy–moderate bus apr–Jun, sep–oct expansive	views,	meadows	of	wildflowers	and	peña	de	arias	monteno 293

	 Duration	 Difficulty	 transport	 Best	time	 summary	 	 pagecamino	De	santiago
camino	De	santiago 30 days moderate–demanding bus, train  apr–oct epic	walk	across	the	north	of	spain	along	an	ancient	and	culturally	rich	pilgrimage	trail	 307
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LoneLy PLanet authors
Why is our travel information the best in the world? It’s simple: our authors are passionate, 
dedicated travellers. They don’t take freebies in exchange for positive coverage so you can be 
sure the advice you’re given is impartial. They travel widely to all the popular spots, and off the 
beaten track. They don’t research using just the internet or phone. They discover new places not 
included in any other guidebook. They personally visit thousands of hotels, restaurants, palaces, 
trails, galleries, temples and more. They speak with dozens of locals every day to make sure you 
get the kind of insider knowledge only a local could tell you. They take pride in getting all the 
details right, and in telling it how it is. Think you can do it? Find out how at lonelyplanet.com.

the author
stuart butLer
English-born Stuart Butler grew up walking 
around his native South Devon coastline 
and up on Dartmoor before moving onto 
bigger, though not necessarily better, 
mountains with walking holidays in the 
Indian and Nepalese Himalaya, Pakistan’s 
Karakoram, Morocco’s Atlas, Ethiopia’s 
Simiens, the Scottish highlands, Norway, 
Kenya and all over France and Spain. 

He now lives close to the Pyrenean foot-
hills on the beautiful Basque beaches of the 
French/Spanish border. He has worked on 
a number of Spanish titles for Lonely Planet 
and stories from his travels can be seen on 
www.oceansurfpublications.co.uk.

My Favourite hiKes
Wow, what a question! Obviously I would have to choose one in my own area, the gorgeous 
green Basque country. Here I’d pick the Frontier Views (p147) or Urkiola (p137) walks both 
for their stupendous views. But then again maybe if I was feeling cold and blue I’d pick 
one in the southern sun. I’d never say no to the Sierra Nevada (p278) or, for something 
different, I’d go for the Cabo de Gata Coast walk (p284) – where I could combine both beach 
and boots. But good as these areas are, in the end it would have to be the Pyrenees (p73) –  
either going the whole slog on the traverse or, if I had to pick just one single day walk then 
definitely the Staggering Sestrales walk (p121).

ContributinG authors
Several authors contributed to the research and writing of sections of this book. See 
p385 for details.
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